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The question, â€˜What is language and how can we describe it?â€™, has no universally agreed upon
answer. Different conceptions of the nature of language arise in different contexts and in response to a
variety of historical, social, political, scientific, and pedagogical needs.
What is language and how can we define it? - Blogger
Semantic features represent the basic conceptual components of meaning for any lexical item. An individual
semantic feature constitutes one component of a word's intension, which is the inherent sense or concept
evoked. Linguistic meaning of a word is proposed to arise from contrasts and significant differences with
other words.
Semantic feature - Wikipedia
Groups of deaf people have used sign languages throughout history. One of the earliest written records of a
sign language is from the fifth century BC, in Plato's Cratylus, where Socrates says: "If we hadn't a voice or a
tongue, and wanted to express things to one another, wouldn't we try to make signs by moving our hands,
head, and the rest of our body, just as dumb people do at present?"
Sign language - Wikipedia
Ang lingguwistika ang pag-aaral sa wika ng tao at tinatawag na isang dalubwika (o lingguwista) ang mga
dalubhasa dito. Maaaring isadiwa ang pag-aaral ng linguistika sa tatlong malalaking aksis, isinisalarawan ang
kanyang mga dulo ng sumusunod: Pagsusuri sa palawikaan. Sinkronika at diakronika (synchronic and
diachronic) - Binabahala ng sinkronika na pag-aaral ng wika ang kanyang anyo sa isang ...
Lingguwistika - Wikipedia, ang malayang ensiklopedya
2005, Ross Eddy Osborn, Thorns of a Tainted Rose â†’ISBN, page 196: "Miss Chastene, could you fetch me
out an extra plate of pig and biscuit. My partner can't do without your marvelous cooking." Someone who
overeats or eats rapidly and noisily.
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